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CUBAN STUDENTS WITHDRAWN FROM RUMANIA 

By Joseph Hansen 

,The withdrawal of 130 Cuban students from Rumania, news of 
which was. carried on the pres-s wires January 15, 'was accompanied by 
no immediate official explanation from eithe'r'the Cuban or Rumanian 
governments. According to travelers from Bucharest, the action was 
taken by Havana when the Rumanian government banned the Cub&n students, 
most of'whom were studying at the University of Bucharest, from 'stag-' 
ing a rally in commemoration of the victory of the Cuban Revolution. 
The students were then called home. 

The Vienna correspondent of the New York Times offered the fol- 
lowing speculation as to the reasons for this rift in the relations 
between Rumania and Cuba: . . 

t1 the Rumanians, 
with UniEei States, 

with much at stake in-a rapprochement 
regarded the proposed demonstration as a potential 
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threat of violence against Americans or the United States Embassy.... 

"Rumania is seeking economic assistance from the United States 
in the form of increased trade, while some American manufacturing con- 
cerns have been considering setting up shop in Rumania for production 
under Rumanian license. 

"The improvemen t of Rumanian-American relations lay in such 
delicate balance that the Bucharest regime, as it was outlined here, 
could not risk Cuban student disorder of an anti-American character. 

'IIt is recognized even among Communists that the repetitious 
violence against American missions in Moscow and elsewhere usually 
is based on the passive consent of the police authorities, 

"Restraint by the Rumanian police already had been seen in 
December in the Rumanian-African student demonstrations arising from 
the American-Belgian airborne intervention in the Congo," 

While too much should not be read into this development, sever- 
al things nevertheless stand out. 

First of all, it was shown once again how remote from reality 
is the thesis advanced by certain ultraleft currents, such as the one 
represented by the London Newsletter, that Castro has been signalling 
to Washington to give him an opportunity to sell out the Cuban Revo- 
lution. What better opportu&ty could Castro ask for to prove his 
readiness to line up than to go along with the Rumanians in soft- 
pedaling protests against the bloody intervention of U.S. imperialism 
in the Congo? ^._ __.. . . .._. -. ..I 

Instead, the Rumanians, by ostentatiously dissociating them- 
selves from the Cubans -- following a criminal decision not to join 
with the Cubans and others in demonstrations of international soli- 
darity in behalf of the Congolese people -- utilized the well-known 
firm stand of the Cuban revolutionists against American imperialism 
as a foil in order to emphasize their own softness toward Wall Street 
and their readiness to be hat. The move will be read perfectly by 
the experts.in the State Department, as Bucharest intended. 

The Rumanians grossly insulted the Cuban students by implying 
that they would not act in a disciplined way if they were permitted 
to hold a .rally in celebration ortheir- own Revolution. More impor- 
tantly, however, the Bucharest bureaucrats indicated their readiness 
to stab the Cuban Revolution in the back in return for eccnomic aid 
such as Washington has given to Yugoslavia. They revealed how utter- 
ly unprincipled their calculations are-and how ready they are, in the 
final analysis, to betray the interests of socialism in their own 
country in response to the blandishments of the State Department and 
the Manhattan banks. 

The reactions in Peking will bear watching. In the Sino-Soviet 
conflict, the Rumanian bureaucracy has been utilizing the differences 



in order to advance .its own interests. 
aged by Peking while Moscow has watched 

This has been deftly encour- 
'with ill-concealed anger. 

It is in the interests of world socialism for Rumania to gain 
a voice and a role that is independent from the Moscow bureaucracy. 
Bowever, for Rumania to fall into dependency to American imperialism 
would be anutter disaster. The indication that the Rumanian bureau- 
crats are thinking of taking this road is what is most ominous in the 
incident over the Cuban students, If they were moving in the direc- 
tion of genuine independence, then their course would be,to follow in 
the footsteps of the Cubans -- not the Yugoslavs -- and to display 
this with special acts of solidarity with Havana in its heroic struggle 
against the Northern goliath. 

Will Peking, which has been'talking magnificently about Lenin- 
ism, now remind the Rumanians of the need to adhere to basic princi- 
ples? Will Mao and his team choose to draw the attention of the Ruman- 
ians to the dangers of Titoism? Or will they choose to remain silent, 
thereby implyin g their own readiness to bargain with American imper- 
ialism at the expense of others? 

._I 

NEW GIVE AWAY BEGIHS IN BRAZIL' 

At the end of December a decree was signed by Gen. Rumberto 
.-aCaste Branco, the president put into office by a. coup,dtBtat last 
April 1, reversing a historic policy followed by every government in 
Brazil up to now. The decree opens up Brazil's fabulously rich iron 
ore reserves to private capital. 

Brazil has about one-third of the worldIs known ironore re- 
serves. But after the ruthless exploitation of Brazil's gold, dia- 
mond and rubber resources, public sentiment grew so strong against 
giv,ing away any more of the country's resuurces that no government 
dared to concede to the imperialist pressure to open up the high- 
quality iron ore bodies. Thus Brazil sxports only eight million tons 
tons a year, about two per cent of the world market. 

The decree favors the Hanna Mining Company of the United States, 
which operates through the St. John de1 Rey Mining Company (a British 
concern), and the An-tunes Mining group,; a Brazilian company in which 
the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, of the:.United States, holds an inter- 
est. 7. 

General Caste1 said his decree aime,d at increasing Bra&zilts: 
share of trade, as well as her foreign exchange income. He did not 
mention in whose pockets the profits would eventually land. 

The decree was so flagrant'that even Carlos Lacerda, one of 
the main architects of last April?s counterrevolutionary coup dt&tat, 
felt forced to denounce it as a violation of the constitution. He' 
said that it should have at'least been debated and decided by congress. 



THE ATOMIC DIPLOMATS PLAY'WITH WAR-SUICIDE 

By Maurfce Leuven 

* PARIS -- The lowering of the danger has brought. to the surface 
the.natural antagonisms dividing the capitalist nations. The,ruth- 
lessnature of competition over profits is,once again becoming evi- 
dent; For more than ten years after the end of the last war, the. 
United States dominated completely an exhausted, alms-seskfng, poli- 
tically:servile Europe. The economic recovery of Europe has now up- 
set the balance on which the Atlantic Pact was erected. Germany, 
Belgium;France.have experienced such prosperity that the latter 
country was able to come to the rescue of the dollar f.nl963, But 
Mfchel Bosquet, wrfting in the Nouvel Observateur [November 261, has 
shown tha&the..prosperity in the European, countries was accompanied 
by oolonization of American capital, reducing -them to humiliating 

.' dependency. ,I- _.. 

In addftion, the Unjlted States, which had to underwrfte the. 
costs of Atlantfc armaments virtually alone, looks with jaundiced 
eye at a European economy in position to compete, thanks in part to 
lower defense budgets. 
ciency" 

During the Spiegel crisis, the "insuffi- 
of Germany's mflftary expenditures was brought out as well 

as American demands for greater partfcipat1on by Germany fn payfng _ . _ _ 
for the expenses of the-Atlantic Pact. 

.~ 
On'November 18, Walter Rostow, 

of the.U,S.State Depar.tment, discussing the. problems in dispute among 
the NATO partners , pointed.in. passing to the.need for equitable shar- 
ing of the '?burden" of costs r ._:/ : .: ‘, : 

., .: 1 ., ./‘. 

Thus at the heart of the debate:.isAto be:found,'on the one 
hand, the struggle of the United States to maintain and reinforce 
its domination as a "super fmperialism" over the restof the capi- 
talist world, and-on the other hand, the European resfstance to this 
drive. The weakness of the .means, of, European resistanae on-this ,' 
level. -- we,11 shownby Miahsl Bosquet (to reject American capital .; 
means !ss.eing.it go to a- nefghborfng country, thus fostering inter- 
European competition) -- shifts the struggle from the economic to, 
the political field, or, more exactly, tends to incite setting up a 
political shield for the economy. 

The simplest solution would obviously be to organizes.Europe 
as.a politico-economic unit in face of the United States,,- But the 
national frontiers .still serve in the, entrenchment of,complerk fnter- 
ests handed down by history, and, even on a European scale, the con- 
stitutfon of a super imperialism fs proving impossible, Those who 
played, as against de Gaulle, the role of pure Europeans rising above 
all chauvinism- (such as the MRP [Mouvement RBpublfcain Populaire)), 
really sought, with Robert Schumann:and the European Coal and Stee.1 
Community, to impose the supremacy of France over 'Idefeated" Germany. 
De Gaulle has continued along this line -more than might seem; and, 
the relation ofoconomic forces in Europe being irreversibly in. 
favor of Germany, 'it is through his nuclear '*striking force,“‘: ‘, 

.a’ : -. \. : 



employed as a polftical weapon, that de Gaulle seeks to impose French 
leadership fn the mystique of European super imperialism. 

Germany's opposition in this area goes without saying. It is 
reinforced by.the backing of the United States in which French opera- 
tions are tripped up through lfmited concessions to the five other 
countries of little Europe,. The most spectacular of these concessions 
today is the Multilateral Nuclear Force or MLF. Its importance lies 
less in setting up crews of mixed nationalities on twenty-five ships 
-- submarines later -- carrying rockets with nuclear war heads, than 
in controlling their possible use: "the finger on the atomic trig- 
ger." The representatives of the USSR are correct when they say that 
this is a stage in the dissemination of atomic arms, not the contrary. 

The United States cannot agree to European unity unless it re- 
mains under American political as well as economfc control. One can 
apply to England, which is hostile to the MLF, the reasoning that 
Raymond Aron ascribes to de Gaulle concerning the atomic '!protectfon" 
forced on capitalist Europe by the United States: there is "no 
reason for paying for what circumstances have led the United States 
to grant gratuitously." England, of course, is satisfied with paying 
less than a national strfking force would cost, while de Gaulle, seek- 
ing a dfplomatic atomic weapon, charges the French more than it would 
cost to participate in the MLF. 

The welter of contradictory in$erests is nevertheless threaded 
by a common aim: to find the political means of gaining the bfggest 
share of capitalist profits -- the division of markets playing its 
role in these rivalries. 

The military problems go beyond this. 

Atomic weapons have ruined the whole classic strategy to such 
an extent that the biggest problem has become to figure out who, in 
controlling them, c,an "dissuade" the most without ever resorting to, 
them. There is no -guarantee 'that the.ireply to that questionis im-L_ 
proved by reducing to two the number of those possessfng these 
Apocalyptic arms. Thus it is certain that the Chinese bomb, by mnk- 
ing the Americans back up in.Vfetnam, had a more peaceful effect than 
the Russian bomb. The danger lies in the capacity of holders of 
atomic bombs to start a war-suicide. This.is conceivable only on 
the part of capitalist regimes condemned by history. The Gaullist 
argument hinges on the possibflity of the United States abandoning 
Europe rather than engaging in a war signifying self-annihilation; 
that is, on the likelihood of the U.S. drawing back from a war- 
suicide. The Gaullist strategy of flabsolute retaliation" is the con- 
cept of.war-suicide in which the eternity of France would resemble 
the pyramids of Egypt. 

._, .._. 

In the final analysis, atomic arms play the role of dissuasion 
against revolution in the rlAtlantic" world, partioularly in Europe, 
The clash between the striking force of Franc.e, NATO or the MLF are 
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thus secondary, ,‘Those who insist on our choosing'between one or the 
other only reveal their own choice among differentmonopolists,:or 
their own political ignorance. The problem for revolutionary mili- 
tants consists not only in paralyzing the atomic trigger finger of 
their own'imperialist rulers, but also -- by ending alliances of the 
NATO type -- in ending the right of the 'tallies't to intervene against 
social movements culminating'in revolution on the territory of any one 
of them. It is a question of standing in the turbulent area between 
the poles of today's terrorist dissuasion. And to do so until the 
American proletariat itself disarms one of-these poles, that of its 
own imperialism, thus eliminating the final risk of war-suicide. 

\ 

The task is enormous, but notimpossible. The period of At- 
lantic squabbling opens possibilities for workers offensives against 
all the partners, enemy No. 1 for each of them being in their own 
country. France is a weak link; to overturn de Gaulle is a realis- 
tic perspective, One of the themes of a common front should be that 
such an overturntiould signify the atomic neutralization of this 
country. 

NEVILLE ALEXANDER IN "TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT" 

[Because of their interest in relation wiLh the ease of Dr. 
Neville' Alexander and ten other nonuirhite South Africans+‘most of 
whom are now suffering indescribable indignities and abuse in Rob- 
ben Island, South Africa's version of a Nazi concentration camp, 
we are publishing in full a book review which appeared in the Decem- 
ber 31 issue of The Times Literary Supplement- (London) and a letter 
concerning the review that appeared in the issue of January 14, 

. [Gerhart Hauptmann, the subject’ of the review, is the German 
dramatist, "most famous for his revolutionary play The Weavers .which 
at one time was familiar to nearly all socialists, particularly in' 
Europe. 

'[C.L.R.James, the author of the letter, is a literary critic 
and educator, well known in Jamaica, Trinidad and England. He is 
the author of a number of books, including xhe Black Jacobins.] : : 

.’ 

. DRAMATIC POET 
.: 

HauptmaAn'>"~~ Centenary Lectures. Edited by K,G,Knight and F,Norman. 
167 pp. University of London Institute 0f.Germani.c Studies. 
30s. 

;' 
NEV-ILLE -E. ALEXANDER: StuddenLzum Stilwand'el im dramatischen Werk 

Gerhart 'Hauptmanc'l50 pp. Stuttgart: J.B.Metzler. DM,'l9.80. 



. .I Despite his uncommonly consistent box office appeal in German 
theatres, Gerhart Hauptmann as a dramatic poet remains a problematic 
figure?eve,n in his native country. In England, though he had Edwin 
Muir among his translators, he met, on.the.whole, with indifference 
which has if anything increased a,s time goes on, notwithstanding 
sustained effqrt~s by some of his“IEnglish .admirers to create anaudi- 
ence for him. 'It is therefore no wonder that Professor Mainland, in 
the introductory lecture held at London University on the occasion 
of the centenary two years ago (which now, together with three other 
lectures, makes a somevvhat belated appearance in print), should have 
felt forced to strike a somewhat apologetic note. This stands in 
rather odd contrast to the other Centenary Lectures, which seem to 
place him on a. level with Ibsen and even Chekhov and contain. in an 
otherwise welcome discussion of Hauptmannts.little regarded.[and not 
yet fully published) epic poetry, purple passages of the- greatest 
fervour, . 

. . ..,. _ _. . .._ _ ., 

The trouble with GerhartHauptmann fs that he upsets his read- 
ers by his apparent rapid changes of front and even style just when._ 
they feel they understand his aim and have him well classified as a 
naturalist dramatist, as a romantic or as ,a neo-classicist. Mr. 
Neville E, Alexander, whose study was written at Tiibingen before he 
returned to his native South Africa where'he: is said to be in trouble 
with the authorities, has produced much the-most intelligent piece 
of criticism for some time with the avowed aim of solving,, ,or at , 
least explaining, these apparent contradictions. He sees in fact 
the essence of Hauptmannfs work for the theatre throughout his long 
creative period rightly in a series of sharp and almost irreconcil- 
able antitheses which.correspond, to some extent, to .the odd mixture 
of Silesian pietism in his personality with's positiv,ist belief in.‘ 
progress. The creation of character's divided 'into two opposing camps 
between which there can be no contact makes for highly dramatic situ- 
ations, but it carries within it from th,e outset a fundamental weak-. 
ne'ss -- namely, that no development or any final solution is pass-ible 
within their determinist world and that the figures must justify 
their actions and reveal themselves in a succession of monologues 
rather than in true conversation. 

It may well be that it was this sense of inherent lack of 
communication which stultified to a large extent what looks today 
like one of the most interesting aspects of Hauptm&nn's work: his 
effort to replace the stilted language of the nineteenth-century 
stage by the use of speech rhythms derived from the living tongue. 
Hauptmann employed realistic speech, and even occasionally dialect 
with considerable craftsmanship and was, as Mr. Alexander points out, 
able to ring the changes so that each one of his characters has his 
distinct idiom based on everyday speech. What mars the result is not 
merely that (as the poet himself gradually realized) the use of his 
local Silesian dialect did not escape the risk of almost all dialect 
on the German stage, of sounding condescending and even ludicrous, 
A far graver handicap for Hauptmann as a dra‘matist was his ultimate 
distrust of the power of ordinary language to bridge the gap between 
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the characters of his plays, which led him into the habit of abandon- 
ing the prose idiom at certain crucial stages'; so that hfs characters 
are made to burst into lyrical verse utterance, always uncharacteris- 
tic and often downright bombastic. It may well be this aspect of 
his style which is particularly disconcerting to English readers and 
audiences even where they find most to admire in Hauptmann's early 
naturalistic dramas. 

HAUPTMANN. AND DR. ALEXANDER 

sir --' In your reviewer's incisive but not unsfipathetic 
comment -.on'Neville E. Alexander's Studien zum Stilwandel im dramatis- 
then Werk Gerhart Hauptmanns (TLS, December 31, 1964) he remarks 
incidentally that Alexander "whose study was written it Tuebingen 

returned to his native South Africa, where he is said to be in 
iri&le .'inrith the authorities'.f' 

- The known facts are these. Dr. Alexander was sentenced to .' 
ten,yearst imprisonment after one of the Verwoerd governmentls 
"sabotage It trials in Capetown last spring. The sentence is now 
under appeal'while he is serving his term, under the usual severe 
conditions. 

Dr..Alexander wrote this work while in Tuebingen on an Alex-, 
and& Humboldt fellowship, of which he was the first non-white 
recipient in South Africa. His successor as recipient of'this fel- 
lowship was a son of Dr. Verwoerd; 

I 

It is‘of interest to record that the Alexander case aroused 
considerable protest and substantial aid in German academic circles, 
where his work is highly regarded. A committee of students and 
faculty members covering most of the universities in the Federal 
Republic raised the bulk of the funds to meet the costs of the origin- 
al trial and are now engaged in a similar effort on behalf of the 
appeal. 

Recently an Alexander Defence Committee was formed in tingland, 
which is cooperating with the "Defenc.e and Aid' organization in sup- 
port of victims of apartheid. The committeets secretary is Mrs. C, 
Kirkby, 27 Thursley House, Holmewood Gardens, London, S.W.2. 

C.L.R.JARIES 
20 Staverton 'Road 
London, N.W.2 
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AHIDJO TO THE RESCUE OF TSHOMBE I 

[The following statement, 
du Cameroun, 

issued by the Jeunesse Democratique 
has been translated,from French by World Outlook.] 

In a speech delivered at Ndikinimdki December 19, 1964, while 
campaigning in the 'Mbam region, [President Ahmadou] Ahidjo stated 
his position on the tragic events in the Congo for the first time. 
He took up the cudgels for Tshombe, stating in particular: 

"We [Ahidjo] have always thought that the other Africanstates, 
together with us, must within the measure of our means grant &d.;to 
the Congolese people and to the legal gover.nmen-t'so that 'peace and 
harmony could be restored. , . . We cannot agree to--certain Afr-ican 
states interfering in the internal affairs of other African states." 
[Empha-s,'is added.] 

.This signifies that the Ahidjo government: 

(1) Considers the Tshombe government to be legal and conse- 
quently asks the African states to back the imperialist aggression 
in the Congo and to furnish the necessary aid to subdue the valiant 
Congolese people. 

. 

(2) Condemns the African states which, concerned about 
Africa's independence and dignity, answered the imperialist challenge 
by granting help to the Congolese patriots. 

In the UN, after the green light from the French delegation 
the Kamerun delegation headed by Ahidjo's Minister of Foreign Affa-irs 
Balla Benoit, in concert with the Nigerian delegation{ spared no ef- 
forts to come to the aid of the imperialists and Mr. 'Cash Register" 
by participating in maneuvers to stop talking about the Belgian- 
American ag ression at Stanleyville. 

!? 
In the Council of Ministers.. 

of the OAU Qrganization of African Unity], meeting in New York to 
study the situation created in Central Africa as a consequen,ce of 
the Belgian-American aggression at Stanleyville, the Kamerun dele- 
gation, especially distinguished itself by-being the,only one to 
vote against'a resolutionadvocating the. immediate withdrawal of 
the mercenaries from the Congo. ._ _..I, 

Ahid,joQ'positipn openly in favor of Tshombe and the imperial- 
ists is not at all surprising to those who know how Ahidjo came to 
power and how he maintains himself. What is involved in brief is a 
manifestation of solidarity between 
ialism and neocolonialism." 

"two walking museums of imper- 

If, in effect, Tshombe is the murderer of Patrice Lumumba, 
Mpolo and Okito, Ahidjq!s'hands are red with the blood of Reuben Urn 
Nytibe,"Felix-Roland Moumi.6, Martin Singap and many other Kamerunian 
patriots. It is no secret that the regime in Yaounde", like the one 
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in Le"opoldville, owes its existen&e to--imperialist bayonets and 
fore&n mercenaries. In Kamerun, Ahidjo is backed b 
and African mercenaries of,the Community of the OAS f 

French troops 

of African- St-at-es].,9 while' in the Congo, 
Organization 

Tshombe is backed'by Belgian 
paratroopers, South African mercenaries and American bombers piloted 
by Cuban counterrevolutionaries. 

It was not by accident that the murder of F.-R. MoumiB 
November 3, 1960, by the French Red Hand was followed ten days later 
by the signing of the agreement,again placing Kamerun in total de- 
pendence on the imperialists, The 'massacres and bombings inflioted 
on the populations of Sanaga-Maritime, BarnildkB, Moungo, etc., re- 
call those inflicted on our brothers of Bukavu, Albertville and 
Stanleyville. In short we are dealing with two regimes that are as 
like as. two peas in a pod.-=- .. ,_.- 

The puppets in Yaounde serve as reminders to those who try to 
find national or African sentiments in them. In advocating that the 
Congolese people be abandoned to _the mercenaries from South Africa 
and the USA in order to save Tshombe, Ahidjo shows himself once again 
to be an inveterate enemy of African independence and unity. He 
adhered to the OAU only to refurbish his own coat of arms and because 
he thought that this organization would become a Holy Alliance to 
support the traitorous puppet governments of Africa at any price 
under guise of their 'llegalit~,'~ 

Ahidjo's vicious attitude toward the revolutionary states of 
Africa that have decided to go beyond pious resolutions to concrete 
acts, is the expression of the disarray and panic spreading among 
the puppets in YaoundB who believe,that with the support of the 
Belgian-American imperialists, the real Africa would tolerate 
Tshombe as it has temporarily tolerated Ahidjo. 

Bowing to the new strategy of an imperialism flooded by the 
revolutionary tide in Africa, Asia and Latin America, Ahidjols 
policy o,f nonalignment has recently led'those who are least alert 
to believ,e that the regime is evolving toward a certain independence 
in relation to the neocolonialist powers and toward a healthy under- 
standing of the interests of the African peoples in general and the 
Kamerunian people in particular. Unfortunately there is no substance 
to this. The facts force us to recognize that Ahidjo is trying to 
fool African and world opinion in order'to break the front of anti- 
imperialist forces to which the liamerunian. people are closely linked 
iti their armed struggle against Ahidjots neocolonialist dictatorship 
and in favor of the establishment of a regime of new democracy in 
Kamerun, 

The Jeunesse Ddmocratique du Cameroun [Democratic Youth of 
Cameroun] brands the attitude of puppet Ahidjo and renews its solidar- 
ity with the Congolese youth and the Congolese people, .The JDC states 
that the attitude of the Kamerunian people in relation'to..the tragic 
events in the Congo is not that of the traitor.Ahidjo, but that of 
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the Union des Populatian:s du Cameroun [UPC], expressed November 26, 
1964,. by the Cornit& R.&o!lutionnaire of the UPC in its statement on 
the events,$n Stanleyville, an attitude of support to the Congolese _ _. 
people in combat against imperialism and its lackey Tshombe. 

The Jeunesse DQmocratique du Cameroun is pleased about the 
aid which certain African as$ates are granting to the.CNL [Conseil 
National de Libgration] dea.pite the threats and the blackmail of the 
imperialists and we hope that they take the sac.ond step tov\i&rd;recog- 
nition of the Government of the Popular Republic at Stanleyyville as 
the statse_ ,authority representing LQopoldville Congo, particularly in 
the OAU. 

The ,Jeunesse Ddmocratique du Cameroun holds, as stated in 
pa.rticu1a.r in It;ta November 2.8 statement, 
iali~.t~.,coalit~or~,~. the anti-imperialists 

that in face: of the.imper- 
and antineocalonialists :must 

un.ite tp save&frica from the danger represented by i+erialism and 
its lackeys like the Tshombes and the Ahidjos. This is the only 
means of achieving genuine unity and independence in the African 
continent. 

YERWOERDIS POLICE STATE 
I. 

By Franz J. T. Lee., 

When. the Nationalist party, composed mainly of Afrikaans- 
speaking whites, that is, Boers, c.ame to power in 1948, its leader, 
Prime Minister Dr.D,F.Malan, had the following to say: 

"The history of the Afrikaner reveals‘s determination and a 
definiteness:,,of- purpose which make one f'eel;d:that Afrikanerdom is not 
the work of man,but a creation of God. 
Afrikaners. 

Wehave a Divine right to be 
Our history is..the highest work of art of the Architect 

of the centuries." (Quoted in The Rise of the South African Reich, 
Brian Bunting, Penguin. 1964. p.7.) . .- c- 

In 1953, Malan's successor J,G.Strijdom explained the goal of 
the Boers in South Africa: 

“our polic 
must remain Baas f 

is that the Europeans must stand the&r ground and 
master] in SouthAfrica. 

volk idea. . . 
If we reject.the Herren- 

how can the European remain Baas? Our view is that in 
every s.phere:,the European must retainthe right to rule the country 
a_nd to keep;it white man's country,'! 
N.Sithole, ,Oxford University Press. 

,~Qu;te~,~;.';""can Nationalismij 

Justice Mi'l-lin, a 
said thefollowing about 

,; ,i 

member of the South African Supreme'Oourt, 
the present Prime Minister Dr,H.F.Ver%oerd: 



"'He did support Nazi propaganda, he did make his paper [the 
Transvaler] .a tool of the Nazis in South Africa, and he knew it." 
(Quote= Witness in the Dark, S.Cronje. A Christian Action pamph- 
let. 1964. p.1.) I 

When an attempt to assassinate him failed, Dr. Verwoerd said: 
"White South Africa must continue to rulel" To this, he added: '"I 
do nothave 'the nagging doubt of ever wondering whether, perhaps, I 
am wrong." (ibid. p-1.) 

.,is early as 1942, the present Minister of Justice B.J.Vorster 
stated his goals: 

"We stand for Christian Nationalism which is an ally of 
National Socialism. You can call this anti-democratic principle dic- 
tatorship if you wish. In Italy it is called Fascism, in Germany 
National Socialism, and in South Africa Christian Nationalism." 
P.4.) 

(ibid. 
: 2. 

.’ -2 

Because of his Nazi associations and activities the Smuts 
government of South Africa interned Vorster. He becam: prisoner 
No. 2229/42 in Hut 48, Camp 1. In January 1944 he was released on 
parole and kept under house arrest in Robertson. 

In 1962 when he became Minister' of Justice, he made the fol- 
lowing memorable declaration: _’ 
(Dagbreek, November 18, 1962,) 

“ffir&i$‘-&r, ‘g&&fng out of hand,” 

During.the .debate in parliament In 1963 over the proposed 
General Law Amendmerit Act (generally known as. the go-day law), he 
said: 'IIt is not a very nice thing to see a humanbeing broken. 
The man taking these powers must take responsibility for them,'* 

:. 
- fn the same year on May 31, the anniversary of the white 

republic; he, bluntly deklared: '!We have reached the, stage in our 
nation&life where we realize more and more that'there are.times -‘:/.. 
in a nation*s history when not only reason must speak.but.bPood as 
well '-'k "and that time is now!" (Witness in the Dark, p.4,) 

The International Commission of Jurists offered the following 
judgment in 1963: "Anyone who doubts that South Africa has become a 
police state should examine Its laws. 
in douI$," (Verwoerd*s Police State, 

The question is then no longer 

London. p.2.) 
Christian Action Pamphlet, 

Let us take two examples, 
"sabotage" 

The Sabotage Act, 1962, defines as 

passing, 
an extraordinarily wide range of offences, including tres- 

encouraging the.achievement of any social, economic or poli- 
tical change, and obstructing traffic. Virtually anything disapproved 
by the government can be called 1fsabotage,'1 Similarly, every opponent 
of apartheid is.,a 'Pcommuniat'l 
socialism or communism. 

-- whether or not he ever heard of Marx, 
The burden of the proof lies with the defen- 



dant. The minimum penalty is five years', imprisonment and the maxi- 
mum is death. 

‘ ‘., .: 

The go-day act empowers any police officer to arrest, without 
warrant, and to detain without trial;' for ~fndef'initely renewable 
periods of 90 days -- in solitary confinement -- anyone suspected of 
intent to commit certain political.:offences or suspected of having 
information concerning the intent"of' someone else. The‘worst features 
of the law are the following: I 

(1) Detained persons are ,removed from the protection of the 
courts. _ 

(2) The right of habeascorpus is withdrawn. 
e 

:. i 
(3) The police can use torture. 

(4) Detained people are.,compelled to testify against them- 
selvas "under duress; they are forcedthrough torture to incriminate 
themselves; the~ir families and comrades. 

On January 11 this_fascist-type lawwas suspended. But Vor- 
ster himself emphasized that!the law &s.'only suspended -- not re- 
pealed. He said that he w&id not hesitate's moment to apply it 
again at any time if he deems'it necessary. 

Despite official denials, massive'evidence exists on the tor- 
ture of political prisoners. Some of this evidence is cited inWit- 
ness in the Dark. For instance, a police officer accused of mu.r%& 
ing an African prisoner testified March"13, 1964: '!I don't think 
there is a police station in the country that does not use violence 
during questioning." L,,_;;.. ” 

Here is a typical instance taken from the Rand Daily Mail of 
March 4, 1964: "Johannes Matlahotsoi told the court today he was 
arregted by Maree and Coetzee and taken to the Bultfontein police 
station. . .' A blindfold was placed over his eyes. a ‘. he was hit on 
the hands with what felt like a sjambok [leather whip]. . . ; lKt&it 
felt like two pieces of wire were attached to his little fingers. 
Johannes heard a tburning sound,1 and his body was 'painfully jerked 
many times,"' ..1 

. . 

The conditions under which political prisoners are held in 
South Africars jails resemble those in Nazi Germany. Here is an 
extract from an eye-witness account of life in Robben Island: 

"The greatest complaint is starvation. Not only is the stan- 
dard of food ridiculously low, but the quantities served are meager 

some of the youth are expo.sed to-.exploitation by criminals for 
i&oGal purposes, 
searched. They a& Gaie 

when coming from work all prisoners are 
to strip completely and do the ftauza dance,? 

*--exposing their sexual parts." [See World Outlook July 31, 1964.1 



Patrick Duncan, son of a former GovernortGeneral of South 
Africa, who has been officially classified under the monstrous laws 
of the country as a "communist," writes the follow_ing: . 

. . 
"Prisoners, but only non-white prisoners, are made to strip 

naked &hen they return to jail. <,;They are-,made to jump up in the air, 
blapp'ing‘fheir hands, opening their mouthsfi then turning around. This 
fp JxAdwn a’s the rtauza' or the Zulu dance. (South Africa's Rule. of 

.'Violence, Patrick Duncan, Methuen, 1964, p.79f.) 

In this way humiliation and indignity are inflicted on politi- 
cal prisone.rs in an effort to demoralize and degrade them. 

3etween 1961 and 1964, South Africa's defence expenditures 
quadrupled, rising to ~104,000,000 sterling; i.e., a military expen- 
diture exceeding the combined budgets of the politically independent 
African states. Vorster planned to have 105,000 men for the army at 
the beginning of 1965 as compared to 9,000 in 1960. The force of 
15,'bOO armed white pc@ice is being co-ordinated with the army. A 
police reserve of 50,000 -i partly Coloureds and Indians -- is being 
organized, 

. . . 
Research is being conducted :in poison gas, tear gas3 chemical- 

ba~teriologi&Cl+weaponry, $.ockets and nuclear we.apons. The modern 
poison gases, T&bun, Soman and Sarin-- developed in the closing 
stages of World War II by IG Farben. -- are,being produced in large 
quantities ins South African plant near Sasolburg in the Witwaters- 
rand. 

.,' 

_. 1_ .: *. 
; . 

“I$;$.$ within the bounds of our resources to make,an atom 
bom'rj'p-".'.a,South.African scientist was quoted as affirming in the 
January 12, 1962, Rand Daily Mail. Similarly the Zurich-magazine 
SUdafrika, No. 1 of 1964, stated: "South Africa is in a 'position to 
exploit atomic energy." How atomic weapons will fit in with South 
AfricaIs policies can be imagined. ~, 

The whole present world tendency shows the anachronism of 
apartheid. It must end in a cul de sac. 

Already in 1667, John Locke,in "A Letter Concerning Tolera- 
tion" wrote l "Just and moderate governments are everywhere quiet, 
everywhere iafe; but oppression raises ferment and makes men struggle 
to cast off an uneasy and tyrannical yoke. . . . there is only one 
thing which gathers people into seditious commotions, and that is 
oppression.ft 

PART OF TKE DOLLAR EMPIRE 

Of the estimated $100,000,000 in foreign investments in Bolivia, - 
$6O,OOO,OOO is held by two U.S,_'outfits -- @iR.Grace Co.;and'Gulf Oil. _'. : u . ..2. .._.. _ 
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DISCUSSION OF "LITERATURE AND REVOLUTION" 

PARIS u- A round-table disdussfon was recently held here on 
Leon Tr0takyt.a Literature and Revolution, yhich, strangely enough, 
has only;:now,f$rst been translated into'French, The discussion was 
organfzed,by'the,llCarl Marx Circle and.;attractbd a crowd of some 250, 
compdsed:'most.ly of students, members"of“literary circles,, workers, 
and‘a good representation of the various“tiolJnia1 peoples to be found 
fn Paris. 

:/ 
-. 'The discussion was led by Maurice Nadeau, the well:known liter- 

ary. crftfc., who wrote a prefaco::'for the French edition of Trotskyts 
famoua.,~,$ork, He noted that th$'evetifng*s discussion dealt with the 
aame~themeconaidered at a recent -meeting sponsored by Clarte" and he 
exp~r$sgeh..surprfse that Jorge Semprun 'h&d failed to mention Trotsky's 
book;;there although the week bef,ore,he had criticized it in Nouvel 
Observateur, i 

I 

Trotsky;" said Nadeau, whSle writing in the period of the great 
literary flowering that followed the October RevolutSon, had touched 
on problems and offered answers which Stalfniam, a lfttle later, 
utterly discarded. . . 

_.; .1,. ‘. 
After Maurice Nadeau, Jean Schuster spok'e of ,the faithfulness 

of the Surrealists to the poaitfona stated fn'the'manffesto issued by 
And& Breton, Diego Rivera and Leon Trotsky which called for the 
formation of,a'federation favorilig fndependent r;evolutionary art. 
He recalled the profound agreement in the analyses offered by the 
great 'revolutionist and the conceptions of the Surre,alist group fight- 
ing on the cultural front 
defeat of 'tliterature," 

, particularly concerning the established 
in the bad sense of the term,.,and the confi- 

dent call for a new poetic age.. 
: 

Michel Lequenne, who served as moderator, read a,,letter from 
Franf;ois Chatelet stressing what breadth Trotsky gave to-Marxist 
critic'ism, how far it was from the 
is called "orthodox Marxism,"' 

"reductive achematf&@' of what 
Like Maurice Nadea'u,, he.:;di,sagreed on 

the possibilfty of a 'Iproletarian culture," and pointed.to the per- 
spective of a revolutionary art and literature, 

Daniel Guerin then spoke about the crisis in the ffelq",of 
ffctfon and the growing importance of essays and scientific works 
as "lfterature." 
books." 

This is shown, he said, by the success of r"p:ocket 
He compared'one of Trotsky's writfngs, not included,.in 

Literature and Revolutfon, with a paragraph written by Proudhon 
prophesying 'the end of poetry, 

.’ 

All the.se themes and others were then taken up for several 
hours in a dialogue between these four and the audfence, among whom 
were recognized.wr:it.ers and artists. 
ian li~t,era$'&e waa::&rgued for, 

The possibility of a,,proletar- 

writp_z?s._, being cited,;, ~ 

Victor Serge ,snd qther working-class 



Maurice Nadeau'm~&ntained ,thtit'contempt of the workers was 
shown more by those who insisted.they could take up the profession 
of writing, and who pointed to what, they wrote as noteworthy because 
they were wprkers, than those l$k&sProtsky who, while struggling to 
make it possible for everybody to have wider access to culture, re- 
fused to. see a culture in products of inferior quality which were only 
.tentative documents or at best stages toward the art of a classless 
society yet to be born. 

The youth, who constituted the biggest part of the audience, 
participated in the dis,cussion the most vigorously. One of them 
wanted to know what the art and literature of the future would be 
like,, a question none of the leaders of the discussion attempted to 
answer-."'Another one scored the Zdhanov period in the Soviet Union. 
"A.:Isqc,ialist leadership has no right to demand that writers serve 
them?-.~~Several argued that an order to create a socialist culture 
proved in itself the absence of a socialist infrastructure, first 
be,c.ause,the socialist culture did not exist, and second be,cause the 
order Gas ~Qbackward..~ .r, (..,,’ 

This 'started a discussion on the risk arising, in:.a.'period of 
constructing socialism; namely, a refusal by writers to bow to the 
needs of .the times and to .re&e,ct.. th.e,ir, role..,;of part,icipating in the 
defense in: the field -of wr$~t,i,ng... ,,,i,: _; j : ! ,:,: 

. I’ ’ ,; 
Lequenne replied to this that art .and l%te~rature'register the 

tensions in society, and a leadership blind enough to want to domes- 
ticate them would thus break the thermostat which would.enable the 
tensions to become self-adjust.,ing. 

Jean Schuster was asked if Surrealism still has a role $0 

play as a group and if the new literary currents haven*t gone beyond 
it, He said that the Surrealists gave full attention to r,esearch 
in forms, such as the "new novel," but that the group maintaine,d its 
existence, conce.ived as a struggle, unwilling to disappear unt,il a 
new wave should actually go.beyond them. He regretted that this 
had not yet occurred. 

A girl in the audience raised the problem of the alienation 
of the vanguard writer or artist and the forces pulling them away 
from.creativity and action. This led to an exchange showing that 
some ,.in.the audience were thinking of the profoundest problems rela- 
ted to the complete transformation of the world. In this context, 
the place of art and literature in our society, their relation with 
revolutionary activity demand restudy, part5cularly since the break 
up of the massive encrustations of Stalinism, 

Pierre F'rank, who together with Claude Ligny translated 
Literature and Revolution into French, observed that it had taken 
forty-years to have the book published in a country that claimed to 
be pre-eminent in culture. The book had been virtually buried by 
those who yesterday bowed to the decrees about "socialist realism. 



Today these same people only want to consider it a historfe--docu- 
ment, 

. . ____.! 

Requests came from the audience that the evening's discussion, 
which was taken down on tape, should be published. It was promised 
that anattempt would be made to do this, although in vie_w,:of the 
length of the discussion it would make a still book its&%:--- . ,/c_ 

GUERRILLA ACTIVITY, STRIKE THREAT, IN COLOMBIA:~ 

According to a January 9 dispatch frdm Bogota, whibh was car- 
ried on the wires of Agence France Presse, guerrilla forces in Colom- 
b'$a? have. succeeded fn linking up with the Venezuelan FALN [Fueazas ,. 
Arrr@as de LiberaciBn National], which are conducting guerrilla fight- 
ing. ina'number of areas; including regions bordering',qolombis, 

~ i. 
On January ?,- said the dispatch, 45 men 'in green uniforms, 

bla'&berets and red arm bands bearing the initials of thk'Nationa1 _:_‘: 
Lib&%'t.ion Army" occupied a village,in;the pr,ovince of Santander, 
15.0 kilometers from the Venezuelan,:frontqer. ',' 7.' 

. . Mos,t"of the inhabitants of Simacota, along with the police 
detachment, had gone to a larger neighboring village where an open 
market ..was :-being held. After killing a police sergeant and two of 
his assistants; the guerrilla fighters easily took the village. 

They searched twenty houses, taking what they needed. After 
that they "exhorted the villagers to arm&d revolt," When.8 contin- 
gent of the regular army arrived, fighting broke out, T-6 of the 
regulars were killed by the guerrilla fighters before t,hey retreated 
into the_mountains, ! ‘. .., : i.. 

--Meanwhile tension was rising in the main cent&s of Colombia, 
A"apecia1 correspondent of the New York Times reported January 15 
th6t President Guillermo Leon Valenoia was "struggling with what both 
observers and participants consider the gravest economic and politi- 
cal cris,is he has yet faced. . . fl __<.; ... _?. 

*His.ir&iediate problem was,to "avert" a general strike called. 
for January 25, The strike'.was scheduled in protest'a'gainst "a new"' 
sales tax and the rapid rise of prices that followed it.R 

I\ 
The President was holding meetings with his cabinet and,,&.th 

labor leaders and had called a meeting of governors of departments 
"to discuss measures to hold down prices." 

The' Confederation of Colombian Labor was reported 
agreed to several compromise measures but it remained to 
whether the government's frantic efforts to head off the 
succeed. 

to have 
be seen. 
strike would 



Book Review 

A FAMOUS SET OF MINUTES 

By Louis Couturier 

Les Bolcheviks et la R&olution d!Octobre: presentation et notes de 
Giuseppe Boffa. Editions MaspBro. Paris. 361 pp. 19 francs, 

I Bolscevichi e la Rivoluzione dfottobre. Verbali delle sedute de1 
Comitato centrale de1 Partito operaio socialdemocratico russo 
(bolscevico) dall~agastd 1917 a?l febbraio 1918. Introduzione . .._ - __ 
di Giuseppe Boffa, Editori Riuniti. Rome. 
lire. [In Italian,] 

468 pp. 3,000 

~;.:French-reading studentsof the Russian Revolution at last have 
available the co-mplete minutes of the sessions of the Central Commit- 
tee of.the Bolshevik party from August 1917 to February 1918. Mas- 
p&o Publications have found these old documents of interest in con- 
trast:to the publishing houses.of the French Communist party which 
loftilyignores them, The Communist party of the Soviet Union pub- 
lished them in 1958 and the Italian Communist party in 1962; but the 
PCF, always prudent, doubtlessly preferred to wait until time has 
tempered the passions and perhaps wiped out the memories of those who 
learned,the history of the Russian Revolution :from the party's manu- 
als, .’ 

: 

.To read these dense pages with their crossfire is utterly ab- 
sorbing. The preparation of the October Revolution, the taking of 
power and,the Brest-Litovsk peace are recorded in expre,ssions of 
opinion, decisions,: minutes of discussions and votes.- -What is par- 
ticularly,striking is the frankness in expressing differences when 
vital political questions in the revolutionwere discussed. The 
speakers defended their points of view with sharpness but the argu- 
ments they used, even reproduced almost fifty years later, lose none 
of their political honesty. Different tactics or strategic lines 
clashed;. a spade was called a spade ,_ and there was no ne-ed at.all to 
adduce old age or compromising associations to criticize concepts or 
acts. 

Lenin comes down from the divine throne where Stalinist hagio- 
graphy put. him to take his'place among the worker militants. A front 
place, certainly, but amon& the militants. And it is seen that even 
the most obscure did not fear to express disagreement with Comrade 
Lenin. Many times, Lenin found himself in a minority, and when he 
succeeded in getting his line adopted, it was always by power of 
argument and never by police maneuvers. . . . The Central Committee 
strongly resembled a rtdiscussion club" where unanimity of thought was 
far from the rule, where tendencfes formed, worked out documents, 
resigned.:provfsionally, confronted each other, in short, worked under 
conditions that would seem to paralyze action. . :Yet this '!debaters'" 
Cen$ral:Committee accomplished more than the ltiter monolithic Stalin- 
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ist rul:ing bodies that issued orders to everyone. It-.caq be under- 
stood how little ,Thorez' success&s are inclined to let people learn 
about this instructive aspect of the lesson of October 1917, . . 

There are two ways+of taking liberties with such explosive 
documents. The first is ,to'.completely ignore them, It is easily 
seen how provfsional this' must be and.what it says aboutthe moral ; 
level of'those who follow such a course. The second'is even less 
effective. The documents are published (which fs a great deal,;- we. 
admit) but they are preceded by a commentary that plays the'same.: 
role ,as an injection of morphine when the victim is wheeled to the. 
operatfng table. . . j _ z 

Giuseppe Boffa, editor in chfef.'of Rinasc'fta, the journal of 
' the 'Italian Communist party, was assigned to anesthetfze the reader, 
MaspBro Publications have already brought out two small works by this 
author and they publicize him as bein 
his notable essays on Soviet history, # 

"already very well known for 
But Boffa has never produced 

anything but poor pieces of politico-literary clowning that merit 
no attention. At most, one could ascribe the 'aerrorsW abounding in 
his book The Great Turn to the ffve years he had just spent in Mos- 
cow ‘@here objective:$nformat.f:on fs not easily obtained. But today! 
He lives in Italy where a number.of works have appeared on the Rus- 
sian Revolution, particularly by Trotsky, Yet Boff'a seems to know 
them only through the crftfcisms made of them'by.Stalfn. ,, 

He dares to write that when these tinutes were first, published, 
in 1929, it was to struggle 'Iagainst the legend of Trotsky" which 
John ReedIs book in particular had,served to create, Symmetrically, 
thefr republication in 1958~served ',to dissolve that of Stalin," But, 
fn rsality 
that they 

Boffa, always adept‘at adjustfng to hf's tilfeu, concedes 
'destroy" no one, but place each one in his proper place. 

_. 

Boffa goes so far as to affirm that in November 1924, Stalin 
polemicized with Trotsky 'Ito establish the correct version of the 
facts"; it was only later that he falsified history. Why then did 
he wait until 1929 to publish these famous minutes? The so-called 
legend of Trotsky was gone. In 1929, six years had passed in which 
oceans of paper had flooded the USSR falsifying the history of the 
Revolution. Since 1924, Stalin had been lying in hundreds of thous- 
ands of copies of books, and Boffa lies doubly in 1964 when he pre- 
tends that at that time Stalin was an archangel whose sole preoccupa- 
tion was to prevent Trotsky from falsifying history, If you take the 
trouble to cheek the text by Stalin which Boffa cites and which ap- 
peared in No. 7 of the Cahiers du Bolchevisme, January 2, 1925, 
('Trotskyism or Leninism"), you will find not only the slanders that 
later became standard concerning the "permanent revolutfon,tt and the 
scraps of polemical phrases written by Lenin against Trotsky In the 
1905-17 period, but also affirmations like this: "It does not enter 
my mind to contest the importance of the rol:e:played.by Comrade Trot- 
sky in the insurrection,, but I must say that he did not hav.e.~and.~ 
could.not have had a special role; as chairman of the Petrograd 
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Soviet, he only carried out the will of the Party instances fn charge 
who were directing him step by step." And further on he explains 
that the left SocEal Revolutionaries also fought very well. . . 

In the same number of Cahiers du Bolchevisme there is a docu- 
ment by Zinoviev "Bolshevism or Trotskyism?" in which, after flagella- 
ting himself over his attitude in October, he adds his bit.‘ But this 
idyllic epoch with Stalin did not last long and Zinovfev joined the 
Opposition in 1925, staying until 1927, when he capitulated, going 
over to Stalin for a nine-year perfod that was crowned by hfs execu-a 
tion. If these minutes could have destroyed a so-called legend of : 
Trotsky, Stalin would have published them in 1925. But'he didn't 

iiiliq. 
In 1929, Stalin wanted to -make Zinovievfs capftulstfon frrever- 
Trotsky had been expelled from the party since January 1928 

an,d exiled. Thousands -of' members of the Opposition had been deported. 
Tb'publish the minutes was a way .of putting pressure on. Zfnoviev and 
Ka;menev by recalling their comport-ment fn October.1917 when they were 
"cap_$tulation~ists." Just as the pol$ce know very well how to make a 
person's'ing who has done something wrong, so Stalin knew how to break 
men.by strikfng:,a,t their weak points. : 
. . 

Doffa's whole.i,ntroduotion, runs in the same vein-;---,It dis- 
p&s flagrant'bad-faith,' a smug, deliberately studied.ignorance and 
an e.clecticism which causes one at tfmes to regret the thick lies . . 
of 'classfcal Stalinism. At least we knew thenwith whom we were 
dealing while'here the most astounding untruths are packaged in 
thoughtful considerations about the Stalinfst "weaknesses, errors 
and faults." ‘.’ 

. : Let us hope that,these thirty-eight first pages do not cause 
readers to turn aside from the book. The richness of the discus- 
sions' of the Bolsheviks in 1917 offers all the greater contrast to the 
verbal contortions of badly de-Stalinized individuals working in the 
interest of new, legends. : 
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